
Stonebridge Wine Cellars



1.Temperature Control: Maintain a consistent
temperature between 50-59°F (10-15°C) to
ensure wines age gracefully without
fluctuations that can harm their quality.

2. Humidity Management: Keep humidity
levels between 50-70% to prevent corks from
drying out, avoiding air seepage into bottles
that could spoil the wine.

Essential Elements of The
Stonebridge Wine Rooms

3. Insulation & Sealing: Properly insulate the cellar and ensure airtight sealing to
maintain stable conditions, preventing external temperature and humidity
influences.

4. Ventilation: Proper air circulation prevents musty smells and mold, crucial for
maintaining a healthy environment for wine aging.



5. Racking & Shelving: Opt for sturdy
and wine-friendly racks or shelves to
store bottles properly, allowing easy
access and minimizing disturbance to
the wines.

6. Lighting: Use low-UV lighting or
consider LED options to showcase the
collection without harming the wine,
as UV rays can degrade it.

7. Security Measures: Install secure locking mechanisms or systems to safeguard
valuable collections and ensure controlled access.

8. Monitoring & Control Systems: Utilize technology for temperature and humidity
monitoring, allowing remote control and alerts for any deviations.



9. Wine Inventory Management:
Implement a system for tracking
wine inventory, facilitating
organization and easy access to
specific bottles.

10. Aesthetic Design: Blend
functionality with aesthetics,
considering the cellar's design,
materials, and ambiance to create an
inviting space for both storage and
enjoyment.

“Each element plays a
crucial role in maintaining

optimal conditions and
preserving the quality of

wines in the cellar.”



Basement: Utilize the naturally cooler and spacious basement to
create an expansive wine cellar, offering room for a growing
collection and potential entertainment space.

Pantry: Transform the pantry into a convenient and stylish wine
storage area adjacent to the kitchen, ensuring easy access while
optimizing space with custom racks and temperature control.

Guest Room: Convert a guest room into a dual-purpose space by
integrating a sleek and functional wine cellar, blending storage
seamlessly with the room's design.

Hall Closet: Repurpose a hall closet into a compact yet efficient
wine storage area, optimizing space with customized shelving and
temperature control.

Under the Stairs: Maximize under-stair space for a charming and
functional wine cellar, utilizing creative design while making use
of an otherwise unused area.

Dedicated Custom Space: Create a bespoke wine cellar in a
dedicated space, allowing complete customization, showcasing
design elements, and providing ample room for storage while
elevating the overall ambiance of your home.



Thank you 
for choosing Stonebridge for your

wine room/cellar needs.


